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On behalf of the Arlington Police Department's men and women, we are pleased
to present our 2020 annual report. Our department members are committed to
providing the highest level of police services to the citizens of Arlington and our
visitors. This report is one of many ways we strive to assure transparent communication with the citizens we serve. Please take a moment to explore the information to learn more about our organization and the many services we offer.

Jonathan Ventura
Chief of Police

The Arlington Police Department is dedicated to the highest standards of excellence in promoting and maintaining a safe, secure, and peaceful community. To
best serve our community, the Arlington Police Department embraces a Community Involved Policing philosophy. We believe that by working in partnership
with our citizens, we can better meet our community's public safety needs to keep
Arlington a vibrant city to live, work, and visit.
To fulfill this mission, our department has taken a proactive stance in response to
crime. Today we utilize crime prevention techniques through neighborhood
watches, online crime mapping, and online reporting. These strategies enhance
community involvement and provide the power of knowledge and transparency.
I encourage you to visit the Arlington Police Department website and our official
Facebook page often to obtain updated information or to provide information that
may be of vital interest to our community. Relationships help us to serve our community effectively, and together we can make a difference.
-Chief Jonathan Ventura
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The Police Services Division consists of a manager, three technicians, and a specially commissioned Police Support Officer. Police Services staff are responsible for many tasks, including processing all police reports and related citations, preparing these documents for
prosecutors and courts, and responding to requests for disclosure from other agencies and the public. Additional tasks include entering stolen articles, missing persons, arrest warrants, and court orders into local, state, and national crime databases; conducting background checks for processing concealed pistol licenses, firearms dealer licenses, and pistol transfers.
The manager’s primary roles are oversight and management of the division. This requires providing regular statistical data for the National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS), disseminating records requested under the Public Records Act, coordination with
the courts and respective offices of prosecution and defense, administration and co-

ordination of applications and data systems (including New World records and
property software, Lexipol policy manual, and department training), claims processing and budget tracking, and special projects and research for the Chief of Police.
One of our technicians also oversees the police department property room, performing evidence functions such as logging, storage, preparing items for laboratory analysis, researching items for release or destruction, and coordinating disposal.
Our Police Support Officer (PSO) performs field support to patrol officers and investigative staff. This includes parking enforcement, traffic control, animal control, nuisance violations, fleet maintenance coordination, crime scene assistance, special
transports of evidence or records, and radar reader board deployment.

PSM T. Quintrall, Records Specialist A. Hill, J.
Bilow, K. Ewald, and PSO V. Copeland
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The Investigation Division consists of the Detective Unit, the Pro-Act unit, and the School Resource Officer. The Pro-Act Team was
not staffed in 2020.
The Detective Unit consists of a Sergeant and three Detectives. Our unit is primarily responsible for investigating felony-level property crimes and violent crimes. A majority of the crimes that we investigate involve sex offenses and the abuse of children and vulnerable adults. These are particularly complex cases involving the processing of search warrants, DNA, and cell phone data.
The Detective Unit currently serves on the
Washington State Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) Task Force.
Det. Phillips currently serves as an Investigator
on the Snohomish County Multiple Agency Response Team (SMART). This team investigates
officer-involved shootings and in-custody
deaths. Det. Phillips responded to four SMART
call-outs in 2020.
Sgt. Pennington currently serves on the
Snohomish County Child Abduction Response
Team.

Det. S. Ambrose, Det. R. Urton, Det. Sgt. M. Pennington, and Det. M. Phillips
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The Community Outreach Team encounters clients in various ways. This may include camp checks, referrals from neighboring police
agencies, community resource agencies, family members, and business owners who are reaching out for help. Many clients struggle
with challenges related to mental health, homelessness, drug addiction, and other issues.
Officer Thomas and Law Enforcement Embedded Social Worker Sutton meet with clients to determine the best course of action based
on their reported needs. Because this program is voluntary, we can stay client-focused and therefore uniquely driven.
Getting clean and sober begins with a chemical dependency assessment done while the client is at the Diversion Center, detox, and
even while remaining in their camp. The client then initiates the
detoxification process with or without medication-assisted treatment.
Officer Thomas and Social Worker Sutton continue to work with
the client to schedule a bed date while addressing ongoing: legal,
mental health, and medical issues. While the client is at inpatient
treatment, Social Worker Sutton maintains communication with
the client to secure a room at a clean and sober house to move into
upon graduating from treatment. Assistance is contingent upon the
client's positive engagement in Intensive Outpatient and ongoing
sobriety. This process provides the client with a supportive, stable
environment to continue their sober journey. It sets the groundwork towards becoming a productive member of society.

Officer K. Thomas and Social Worker B. Sutton
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The Canine unit supports the Patrol Division and Investigations Division by applying police service dogs trained in tracking,
apprehension, and narcotics detection. The Arlington Police Department Canine Unit is comprised of two canines and two
handlers. Officer Kinney is partnered with Oso, a German Shepheard trained in tracking and apprehension and narcotics detection. Officer Metcalfe is partnered with Tara, a black Labrador trained in the detection of narcotics.
Officer Kinney and Officer Metcalfe are assigned to the Airport District. Along with their patrol duties, Officer Kinney and
Officer Metcalfe find time to attend community events, speak with business owners, and showcase Oso and Tara to kids at various neighborhood and school functions.

Officer K. Metcalfe and K-9 Tara

Officer S. Kinney and K-9 Oso
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Patrol Operations is the backbone of the police department and the most visible form of city government. Officers are on duty 24/7,
answering emergency and non-emergency calls for service as well as conducting proactive patrol for our community. There are 20
patrol officers within the Arlington Police Department. Patrol Officers and Sergeants are spread across four shifts.
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The Arlington Police Department is committed to the community in which we work, live, and play. We are determined to provide the best service, which includes donating our time to enrich other lives. Officers are encouraged to create programs involving less fortunate families, community organizations, and community members to build trust within their police department.

In 2020, Officers volunteered their time and money to events and organizations such as Holidays with Heroes, Breast Cancer
Awareness, No Shave November, Youth Dynamics, Dawson Place, and providing lunches for students. The Arlington Police
Department prides itself on community involvement, community collaboration, and community engagement. Whenever an
opportunity presents itself, we invite community members to assist in interviewing police candidates, ride along with officers,
and engage with neighborhoods and businesses. Officers create relationships with citizens, businesses, and visitors that build
bonds and trust. Officers continue to make the community our priority, creating a safer, more reassuring attitude with their
police department.

Detective S. Ambrose and SRO J. Olson handing out lunches to
Detective S. Ambrose teaching stranger danger to a child

school children while school was closed due to COVID 19
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Arlington Police and Fire joined in on several birthday

Oso playing with some of his favorite humans

parade events this year for children who could not have

(kids). Oso and Officer Kinney work very closely

birthday parties due to COVID-19 guidelines.

with the community to create a bond between our
community.

Sergeant M. Gilbert and Arlington fire
showing support during a birthday parade.

Everly and Oso playing together.

One on the most satisfying parts of our job is getting to visit with the youth of Arlington.
Officer S. Hamel stopping to talk to a child
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Youth Dynamics is an organization that creates a positive environment through activities to bring about life-

changing learning situations. They provide a safe place
for our youth to work on leadership development, community outreach, mentorship, and outdoor activities,
creating positive changes in our youth.
Each year, Youth Dynamics holds an auction to raise
funds for youth scholarships. Officers agreed to volunteer their time to emcee the event, which raised
$40,000.00 toward youth activities. The Arlington Police
Officer’s Association also donated $1,000.00 toward
scholarships.
By working with Youth Dynamics, our officers create
relationships with community members that reinforce
the understanding that making positive decisions helps
us all be better members of society.
K-9 Officer S. Kinney, Chief J. Ventura, Sergeant R. Bolter
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Each October, Arlington Officers show their support

In November of each year, Arlington Officers promote awareness for

for those lost, those battling, and those who have sur-

prostate cancer by growing facial hair. During this time, Officers also

vived breast cancer. Officers wear pink patches, badg-

collect money which is later donated to a specific cancer awareness or-

es and raise money to promote awareness and sup-

ganization voted on by the members.

port breast cancer treatment.
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Social media has become a critical part of public safety. Using various social media platforms, the police department can post realtime information regarding road closures, traffic collisions, active investigations, community events, and answer questions. Keeping
our citizens and visitors informed is a tremendous help when retaining the community and police's extraordinary relationship.
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Chief J. Ventura

Deputy Chief D. Cone

PSM T. Quintrall

Officer K. Thomas

Det. M. Phillips

20 years Arlington PD

21 years Arlington PD

28 years Arlington PD

24 years Arlington PD

24 years Arlington PD

Sgt. K. Schander

Det. Sgt. M. Pennington

Officer E. Moon

PSO V. Copeland

Sgt. R. Bolter

22 years Arlington PD

22 years Arlington PD

22 years Arlington PD

20 years Arlington PD

18 years Arlington PD
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Sgt. M. Gilbert

Sgt. P. Barrett

Officer M. McQuoid

K-9 Officer S. Kinney

PST M. Schlagel

18 years Arlington PD

17 years Arlington PD

15 years Arlington PD

14 years Arlington PD

14 years Arlington PD

Officer. M. Sargent

Det. S. Ambrose

Officer M. Ingram

Officer M. Wilde

SRO J. Olson

12 years Arlington PD

12 years Arlington PD

11 years Arlington PD

9 years Arlington PD

6 years Arlington PD
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Officer L. Adkins

K-9 Officer K. Metcalfe

PST A. Hill

Officer A. Donchez

Officer S. Hamel

6 years Arlington PD

5 years Arlington PD

5 years Arlington PD

4 years Arlington PD

4 years Arlington PD

Officer J. Fox

Officer D. Bartlett

Officer R. Urton

Reserve Officer M. Ellis

Officer T. Zachman

3 years Arlington PD

3 years Arlington PD

3 years Arlington PD

3 years Arlington PD

2 years Arlington PD
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DVC T. Kruse

DVC D. Reynolds

DVC B. Nelson

Officer S. Sharp

Officer C. Roberson

2 years Arlington PD

2 years Arlington PD

2 years Arlington PD

2 years Arlington PD

2 years Arlington PD

Reserve Officer J. Stocker

Officer J. Devoir

PST K. Ewald

Officer Z. Fish

Officer K. Koska

Hired in 2020

Hired in 2020

Hired in 2020

Hired in 2020

Hired in 2020
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PST J. Bilow

Officer A. McClelland

Officer D. Benner

PST K. Waidman

Hired in 2020

Hired in 2020

Hired in 2020

12 years with APD
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Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the crime rate in Arlington fluctuated in various categories. We observed some
categories decline while others increased. In the violent
crime categories, assaults and robberies decreased
while domestic violence increased. We may attribute
this to our citizens' stress being out of work and their
children being home, creating tension that some may
not know how to cope with.

Property crime saw lower trends throughout the year,
but we observed a 24% increase in vehicle thefts.
Traffic categories fluctuated as well. With COVID-19
restrictions enacted, our officers observed fewer vehicles on the roadway and were directed to minimize social contact with citizens, creating a lower collision rate
and traffic stop contacts.
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In 2020, Arlington Officers responded to more than 25,700 incidents, which was a 12% decline from 2019 most likely due to COVID-19
restrictions and quarantine orders.
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Walmart continues to be our biggest consumer of police resources. Most calls for service involve shoplifting, however numerous other
calls involve drugs, security checks, and follow ups. In 2020 calls for service at Walmart declined by 15%, most likely due to COVID-

19 restrictions.
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Officer Justin Olson is assigned as the Arlington Police School Resource Officer. He provides services to all 9 Arlington School District
schools. He is partially funded during the school year through the school district, and the City of Arlington supports the remaining

three months. During the 2020 school year, the Arlington School District closed in-person public education due to COVID-19 guidelines and restrictions in March. From January to March of 2020, Officer Olson was assigned 12 investigations involving school district
students. After his investigation, he determined that only one student required detention due to a threat involving a firearm. Three of
the investigations led Officer Olson to refer those cases to the Denney Juvenile Justice Center prosecutors to review possible criminal
charges. Below is a list of the investigation and demographics.
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The Community Outreach Team receives referrals from area police agencies, officers, community resource agencies, family members,
and business owners who are reaching out for help with problems related to area homelessness, drug addiction, or other transient issues. Officer Thomas and Social Worker Sutton will then meet with a client to determine the best course of action for the clients specific needs. Generally, the client has a substance abuse addiction and a detoxification facility with an open availability will need to be
located, which starts the client toward a more sound footing in society. Once the client finishes with the detoxification facility they are
then moved to a drug treatment center. While the client is in treatment, Officer Thomas and Social Worker Sutton are working toward
finding the client housing and counseling so when they return to society, the client will have a solid ground to stand on and support
to build towards being a productive member of society.
SERVICE TYPES
Transports
Contacts
No Shows
Meetings
Camp, Car, Park, Business Checks
Other
Client Coordination (phone, on line)
Enforcement and Warnings/NP
SERVICE TYPES
Substance Use Assessments Completed
Mental Health Assessments Completed
Detox Completed
EBT/Medical/ID Obtained
Housed
Treatment Began
Treatment Completed
Treatment Abandoned
New Clients
Total Encounters

Grand Total for 2020
281
463
30
50
254
117
280
67
Grand Total for calendar year
49
1
6
2
27
32
9
9
73
722
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Records:
The unit processed 3,170 cases, 1,675 traffic tickets, 1,388 pistol/
rifle transfers, 136 concealed pistol licenses, 1,009 Disclosures
requested under the Public Records Act for approximately 16
weeks of staff time.

Property:
Police Support Technicians processed more than 3,500 new
pieces of evidence or property. The Evidence room currently
holds over 10,000 pieces of evidence.
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In 2020, Arlington responded to more than 25,700 calls for service.
During those calls, Arlington Officers responded to resistance 45
times, averaging 0.18% (use of force) total. The national statistic is near
1%, although there is no national agreed upon definition for the use of

force.

Arlington Officers are trained through practical exercises (CIT,
defensive tactics training) and policy to use de-escalation techniques to defuse the situation to avoid a response to resistance
(using force). When de-escalation fails or the officer is unable due
to the dynamic changing conditions, the officer is trained to use
the least amount of force necessary to effect an arrest.
The Arlington Police Department received (4 ) official Law Enforcement Personnel Complaints in 2020. These (4) complaints
were investigated. (2) complaints received dispositions of UNFOUNDED, (1) complaint was SUSTAINED, and (1) complaint is
still pending.
Overall our officers do commendable work following APD’s Core
Values both on- duty and off.
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All Arlington Police Officers must complete a minimum of 24
hours of recertification training annually per the Washington

State Criminal Justice Training Commission (CJTC). Arlington
Police can provide much of this training to its commissioned
personnel through in-service training such as Firearms training, Defensive Tactics Training, Emergency Vehicle Operations Course (EVOC) Training, and legal updates provided by
CJTC. Officers also receive training and policy updates
through LEXIPOL, an online policy manual updated with the
latest best practices for police and legal decisions. Officers also
attend other in-person and online training specific to the
officer and/or department's needs.
Additionally, officers must complete Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) which, provides the foundation necessary to promote community solutions to assist individuals with a mental
illness and/or addiction. Officers also conduct de-escalation
training and learn techniques to regress emotions from the
suspect, victim, witness, and officer, slow a rapidly evolving
scene and control it with a less dynamic response.
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The Police Department could not function without the IT support we receive
from the City of Arlington's IT Director, Bryan Terry. In 2020 and into 2021,

Bryan researched and implemented a state-of-the-art security and access system within the police department.
This technology has resulted in many advantages for our department, such as
increasing officer safety and helping officers do their jobs more efficiently.
For this reason and many more, we would like to recognize Bryan Terry with
the Chief's Service Award for 2020.

As their name indicates, working dogs refer to canines that are specially trained to
use their bravery, talents or senses to help make life easier on their human partners.
Police dogs, or K9s, are specifically used in law enforcement for their acute sense of

smell, courage, work ethic, and other attributes, making them an indispensable asset
to any crime-fighting organization.

APD could not maintain a working dog program without the support of a community
team that includes community partners such as KLN Family Brands. KLN is a thirdgeneration family company located in Perham, MN, and has produced healthy pet
food since 1964. KLN believes in community and has supported APD's K9 teams by
providing our working dogs food at no cost to our citizens for several years. Thank
you KLN!
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The Life Saving Award is given to any police department employee or
members acting as a team to recognize an act or acts that contribute to the
saving of a person’s life.

While working a traffic detail Sgt. Barrett was advised of a male that had
fallen in the O’Reilly Auto Parts parking lot. Upon his arrival he located an
unresponsive male subject with agonal breathing and immediately summoned Fire/EMS. Hearing the request for assistance over the radio, Officer
Metcalfe responded to Sgt. Barrett’s location and administered a dose of
Naloxone to the unresponsive subject.

Fire/EMS subsequently transported the male subject to a local medical facility that later advised that Sgt. Barrett and Officer Metcalf’s swift actions
likely saved this subject’s life. Sgt. Barrett and Officer Metcalfe are hereby
recognized with a Life Saving Award for 2020.
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On 06/01/20, Officer Donchez was dispatched to assist Arlington Fire/
EMS in the 700 block of Broadway St. Upon his arrival; Officer Donchez
located an unresponsive adult male subject face down in a bathtub.
Officer Donchez moved the subject to the living room and administered
two doses of Naloxone, at which time the subject subsequently began
breathing again. The subject was transported to a medical facility.
APD was later advised the subject would most likely have died if not for
the swift actions of Officer Donchez. For his actions, Officer Donchez is
being recognized with a Life-Saving Award for 2020.

According to the U.S. Department of Transportation, three people are
killed in alcohol-related highway crashes every two hours. According to
MADD — Mothers Against Drunk Driving — a person is injured due to a
drunk driving crash every two minutes in this country. In addition to
deaths and injuries, drunk driving harms individuals and communities in
many ways.
Perhaps the single most significant factor in explaining why people drive
while impaired is that they believe there is minimal risk police will catch
them.
Officer Josh Fox made DUI detection a high priority, leading APD with
49 DUI arrests in 2020!
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Community policing focuses on a proactive, rather than reactive, response to neighborhood crime by addressing problems at their
source. Officers patrol the same neighborhoods every day, allowing them to really understand the community. They engage with residents face to face, which leads to trusting relationships. Once this trust is established, citizens feel more comfortable working with the
police to keep their community safe. These partnerships make it possible to address public safety issues such as crime, social disorder,
and fear of crime from inside out instead of outside in.
In 2020, Detective Ambrose was an outstanding ambassador for our department. She took every available opportunity to strengthen
our relationship with our community. Detective Ambrose volunteered to take on many on-duty and off-duty engagement events such
as:


Attending a birthday party parade for a 7-year-old



Giving a presentation to an elementary school regarding teamwork and trust



Attending a Build-A-Police car event at Lowe’s Home Improvement



Attending the annual Great Kindness event at a local elementary school



Participating in a community event where she set up a short
“driver’s course” for a 6-year-old



Attending our Holiday with Heroes Holiday event at Walmart



Helping with ASD school lunch distribution during the summer



Spending time speaking with a local child regarding “stranger
danger.”
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Volunteers can be an essential part of many organizations, and in Arlington, they
have proven to be valuable assets. Many of our volunteers feel they are fulfilling
their civic responsibility. Some want to give back to the officers that help provide
for their safety. Volunteering for APD benefits our agency, our volunteers, and
our community.
Though we have essentially suspended most of our volunteer program during the
COVID-19 pandemic for more than the last decade, volunteer Larry Carter has
been a regular at APD. Larry has dedicated his life to service, from his time in the
Army to a lengthy criminal justice career.

Larry will finally be retiring (for real this time) and moving to California to be
near his family and grandchildren. We can’t thank Larry enough for his service to
our department and our community. For these reasons and more, we have named
Larry our 2020 Police Volunteer of the Year! We wish you the best and will miss
you at the PD.

Traffic enforcement promotes public safety by stopping a violation, reducing
crashes, and enhancing public enjoyment. At the same time, it deters other drivers
from committing the same violations.
In 2020, Officer Fox led APD in traffic education and enforcement.
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Commendations are awarded to any Police Department Employee or
team for a distinctive accomplishment under adverse conditions with
some degree of hazard to the employee or team's safety or any Police
Department Employee for performance resulting in improved operations, outstanding community service, or substantial savings in organizational costs.
In 2020 Officer McQuoid was instrumental in preparing the department's Rescue Vehicle for natural disaster and emergency deployments. Officer McQuoid accomplished most of these tasks by recycling
and reutilizing equipment from retired police vehicles. Additionally,
Officer McQuoid conducted most of the required labor himself. This
saved our department and our citizen taxpayers thousands of dollars.
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Since 2003, the Arlington Police Department has honored employees who had displayed unusual excellence during the course of that year with the 'Officer
of the Year "award. Employees are awarded this distinction after being nominated by their peers and/or
supervisory staff and upon command staff's concurrence.

Employees who receive this honor display the police
profession's highest values, including Teamwork, Respect, Integrity, Professionalism, and Innovation.

For his excellence and outstanding contributions to
the department, Officer Dustin Bartlett was selected
by his peers as APD’s 2020 Police Employee of the
Year!
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In May we celebrated the retirement of Monica Schlagel. Monica started her
career at Arlington Police Department in June of 2007 after working three
years for the King County Sheriff's Office and three years for the Snohomish
County Sheriff’s office.

At APD Monica worked as a Police Services Technician (PST) , Evidence
Technician, and also served as the Union President for ASFME/WSCCCE
Council 2 Employees Local 2849 for several years.

Monica plans to travel with her husband when COVID-19 restrictions are lifted, and possibly becoming snowbirds with no determinate destination in
mind.

Congratulations on your achievement and thank you for your years of service
to the Police Department, the City of Arlington, and to our community. May
retirement bring all the joy and relaxation you can handle!
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In October we celebrated the retirement of Police Services Technician (PST) Karen
Waidman.

Karen retired after 12 years of dedicated service to the Police Department, the City
of Arlington, and to our community.

Karen always brought joy to our office and was the embodiment of optimism.

Congratulations on your achievement. We are wishing you a wonderful retirement full of blessings, great health, and endless days with family and friends!
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